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 “Freedom is a priceless jewel, once lost would needed an unparallel of martyrdom to seeks 

its return” 

Socialism/Liberalism the masquerades of Communism, would disarm the population, to set socialism. Frederick 

Engels, the author of “Principles of Communism”, clearly illustrates Communism to rule worldwide. He perceives the 

necessity to transform human mentality for the success otherwise neither would nor occurred.  

Over the years, since 1847, Communism with the ill-fated Marxist philosophical idea has tried to gain world domination, 

but so far had failed. There is not a single nation who has willingly accepted it, other than by force. This proves the 

movement which claimed to represent the “people” and liberation of the proletariat has been unable to gain the people 

trust. Nevertheless, they continue to pursue their goal using lies for its consummation.  They have masqueraded to 

pretend be more palatable, but forever the same goals to affix absolute and total control. They hide behind false 

pretenses, given the impression of pacifists. They deny association with agitators and members of fanatical cultures but 

utilizing them as needed. A great example is Isis, providing trained terrorists. In America, with hypocrisy, they have 

denounced mentally disorder individuals for attacking public and community’s events, using the created fear generating 

confusion, lauding the idea of gun controls. They demand more stringent regulation to the rights to bear arms, claiming 

safety as the reason. It is disarming the population the real reason, by methodical elimination of the 2nd Amendment 

from our Constitution. The 2nd is the safeguard of our Nation and Rights. Any manipulation or elimination is nothing 

more than an assault to Freedom, treason to our Nation Founding Fathers and to all the heroes who fought to the end to 

lose their life, for us to be free.  Communism, Socialism same as other radical ideology, clearly are given us the blueprint 

of vassalage, it cannot be accepted neither tolerated; must be denounced and defeated.  

Many Americans underestimates this radicalism, dressed as “pacifists”.  Some say it is due to ignorance. I do not believe 

in ignorance, but I do so is by design.  Some in America are in a clear path to accept subordination and absolute control, 

without knowing what Freedom is.  Lies and persuasive methods are used. Destruction of history and traditions are 

factual, is occurring now.  Hate has been promoted to agitate racism and discrimination, resulting in violent protests. 

Educational centers and the media have been assailed to inject Marxism for dissemination, in special to family household. 

Without any doubt the task to eliminate the 2nd Amendment would continue blaming guns; the reason for 

continually manufacturing these gun control bills, only to suppress our Rights and Liberties.  All these illustrated 

mockeries and malicious “Gun Bills” are mainly funded by a small group of ill-minded millionaires with an insatiable 

appetite for power; using our Legislative system as the battleground to satisfy their appetite. The damage done has been 

deep, large and clear.  No question Marxism preaching’s must be eradicated otherwise, our Freedom and Liberty would 

end. Be aware continuing in this irresponsible path, the Land of the free and Home of the brave would perish same as was 

in my native land and many other ones. 

America is contemplating this transformation with tranquility, ingurgitating the poison pill of subjugation. However, the 

Marxists/Communists and masqueraded pacifist have ignored why so many, including myself embraced this Nation. We 

came legally. I came seeking the freedom I lost, when refusing to accept Marxism.  For me same as others, vassalage and 

servitude to tyrants is out of the question.  Sadly, I am contemplating this pristine Land, dancing with the evil of 

Socialism. It cannot be accepted. To keep silence would be sacrilegious.  America is the last bastion of Liberty, we cannot 

let it go. 

     Manny Martinez  

“Gun Control + Socialism, = assault to Freedom “        
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History cites under a variety of Communist regimes, mass killings totaling an estimate of death 
toll numbering between 90 to 100 million; scattered worldwide (China, Vietnam, North Korea, 
Cambodia, Europe, Latin America, Africa) 

After the demolition of the Soviet Union and the gradually increase of Socialism and Liberalism 
during the sixties, new headquarter must be found. With the well known patience of Marxism, 
the intellect and their perseverance, America is emerging as the front runner.  After sixty five 
years from WWII, America has amassed the technology, richest and everything else anyone can 
dream of. However, there is one thing left to do, it is conquer America... This has been tried for 
years but, only recently getting closer. However, the final task is yet to be realized. This one 
could be difficult to achieve. There is an Amendment in our Constitution called the “2nd “which 
is the eyes and guardian of our Rights and Liberties; given us the assurance to prevent the 
conversion of this country to Socialism/Communism or similar dictatorial regime. To disarm the 
citizens is well know principle to implement tyrannies.  Now is known the reason why 
Socialists favored gun control. It is clear they wanted to eliminate the “2nd”, anything else is 
a farce.  

 Nevertheless, these Socialist, keep manufacturing those bills, hypocritically baiting the citizens 
with the idea of “safety and care for children’s”.  These Socialists, advocating as Humanitarians 
are trying to rip this Nation. They are an assault to Freedom, Rights and Liberties. Socialism is 
nothing more than a malicious form to implement vassalage. Socialism is just a transitorily step 
to Communism, the ultimate of the Marxism system. These types of ideologies, when assailing a 
Nation, its only purpose is satisfy their obsession for power therefore, Constitutional Right must 
be abolish from the citizens at all cost. Do you know what Freedom is? 

-------*****------- 

“The Beauty of the Second Amendment is that it wills not needed until 

they try to take it”                                                                                

Thomas Jefferson 
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